
  	 C A R N E G I E  M E L L O N  U N I V E R S I T Y  C H I L D R E N ’ S  S C H O O L	

We	began	our	new	theme	by	talking	
about	where	we	live,	that	we	all	live	in	
some	type	of	home,	that	we	were	all	
babies,	and	that	we	all	like	to	dance	to	
music!

The	children	looked	at	their	own	baby	
pictures	and	those	of	the	teachers,	as	we	
read	the	book	“The	Baby	Book”	by	Ann	
Morris	and	“Global	Baby”.		We	know	now	
that	there	are	babies	and	children	who	
live	all	around	the	world.

The	teachers	introduced	maps	of	the	
Untied	States	and	the	world,	placing	stars	
on	countries	that	we	read	about.		We	have	
learned	what	types	of	homes	people	build	

in	cold	climates	(	igloos	)	and	in	hot		
climates,	(desert	tents).		The	children	
built	igloos,	house	boats,	and	we	even	
made	tent	homes	in	the	classroom.		We	
read	the	story	“Houses”	by	Marcua	Fries.

The	groups	discussed	what	babies	and	
children	wear	and	how	they	are	carried	
by	their	parents	in	different	countries.		
We	agreed	that	all	babies	cry,	eat	and	are	
loved.

The	children	enjoyed	taste	testing	three	
different	breads	from	around	the	world.		
The	groups	talked	about	which	breads	
they	liked	to	eat	and	we	found	out	that	
everyone	around	the	world	eats	bread!		

Our	book	was	“Bread	Bread	Bread”	by	
Ann	Morris.		

During	our	last	week	we	discussed	how	
children	play	around	the	world	and	Dr.	
Carver	shared	some	toys	that	she	brought	
back	from	Malawi,	Africa	(a	soft	cloth	doll,	
a	truck	made	of	wire	with	wheels	called	a	
galimoto	and	play	fruit	made	out	of	
wood).	

Take a taste; this bread is from 
France!
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CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD

MRS. MARSHALL SHOWING THE CHILDREN BABY 
PICTURES OF EACH CHILD AND TEACHER.

We were discussing how we may be 
different on the outside but we are all 
the same on the inside, by cracking 
open a brown and a white egg.

Siobhan, Caleb, Elijah, Salma, Maya and 
Colby are playing a mouse and cat  
game in gym.

MR. SALINETRO READING BOOKS FROM THIS 
MONTH’S THEME. 



This is how we practice.

Caleb hitting the gong with a special mallet 
during music with Mrs. Hraber.

Caleb trying on a pair of shoes from Pakistan.

Caleb taste testing breads from around the world.

Let’s mix and stir and stir and mix; we are making 
muffins!

Addison building her Igloo from the far north!

Addison baking bread from around the 
world using play dough.



Ava and friends caring for the babies from 
around the world.

Do you like my hat?

Ava and blue room friends trying on hats from
Pakistan. 

Hibiki building a home for a family in another 
part of the world.

Siobhan taste testing and building an igloo out of 
marshmallows and icing that holds the 
marshmallows together.

Juliet creating a beautiful fan with Miss Kim.

We are 
Exploring!



WE ARE GROWING!

Henry is drawing his own map of where he lives!

Henry is proud of his architectural feat! Eli enjoyed his artist freedom in mastering his own person!

Henry asking “What do you think of my house boat?”

Eli trying his hand at building an Igloo! Eli and Hibiki deciding how to secure the bridge.



Adler baking with Mrs. Marshall

Adler and Joshua listening to a story.

Ava said, “I’ve washed my hands and I am ready 
to play!”

Juliet working on her creations.

Adler playing a drum during music from around 
the world.

Siobhan looking at the class book and the picture 
of her family.

Siobhan said that she can do it!

Ava has learned that babies live all over the 
world.  She is helping the baby get dressed.

Maya is trying the Galimoto handmade 
by Malawi children.



WE ARE THANKFUL FOR OUR VIS ITORS!

Mrs. Tomer            Mrs. Marshall            Mr. Salinetro            Mrs. Loomis

In February we will focus on “Textiles.” We will ask the children 
“What is a textile and/or fabric?”  The children will have 
opportunities to explore, touch and feel a variety of materials.  
They will learn where cotton, wool and nylon come from and 
what can be made from these products.  The children will try 
dying cotton and sewing fabrics.  Their curiosities and interest 
will explode.  Listen for their comments and you will be 
surprised at what they have learned by the end of the month.   

Hibiki practicing how to build an 
igloo.

Juliet enjoying the playground slide.
Maya and Miss Kim decorating Maya’s 

name written in Korean.
Maya waiting to take her turn.

We appreciate our visitors and the experiences they shared with us that enriched our days.  Thanks to Salma’s 
mother for sending in hats and shoes from Pakistan, Mrs. Hraber for teaching us songs from around the world, and  
Dr, Carver for her presentation about children from Malawi.  
We celebrated Addison, Joshua and Adrian’s birthdays in the A.M. blue room.  Thank you to the parents and 
grandmother for coming in and sharing stories with us.
We welcomed Miss Kim who joined us for the last two weeks of January from South Korea.  We enjoyed the fun 
activities she brought with her.

Looking Ahead
Dr. Carver sharing 
pictures of children 
living in Malawi, Africa.

Addison and Miss Kim creating a theater mask 
like those in Korea.


